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Application based on String and numeric  
 

    1. Wap in „java‟ to accept two string at compile time and display it in the given Format: - 

         First string        ::       

         Second string  ::  

 

   2. Wap in „java‟ to accept two string from keyboard and display it in the given Format :- 

        First string      ::       

        Second string  :: 

 

   3. Wap in „java‟ to accept two string at compile time  and find out concatenation of  both and   

display it in the     given format :- 

        First string                 :: 

        Second string            :: 

        Concatenate string    ::  

 

   4. Wap in „java‟ to accept two string from keyboard  and find out concatenation of  both and 

display it in the    given format :- 

        First string                  :: 

        Second string             :: 

        Concatenate string     ::  

 

   5. Wap in „java‟ to accept your friend name from keyboard and wish him/her A Happy New 

Year in the given   format: 

                      Happy New Year :: <friend Name>  

        

   6. Wap in „java‟ to accept Feel, Sensation and Destination from keyboard and display it in the 

given sequence : 

                              “Feel the Sensation of Your Destination” 

        

   7. Wap in „java‟ to accept a string from keyboard and display it on the screen and overwrite 

this string by accept  compile time string and also display it on the screen. 

 

   8. Wap in „java‟ to accept a numeric type value from keyboard and display it on the screen 

same as a given   numeric value. 

 

   9. Wap in „java‟ to accept two float type value from keyboard and find out sum of both and 

display it same. 

 

 10. Wap in „java‟ to accept an integer type value and a float type value from keyboard and find 

out multiplication   of both and display it same on the screen. 

 

          

 

 


